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MMA
By BEN VICKERS

THE LONGSHOT

Robert
O’Shea

Paul Wallace from Cobh, who fights
out of the Boxing Clinic in Cork, won
his debut MMA fight by arm bar in
round two of his bout in the Celtic
Gladiator event in Galway. Here he is
seenwith his coach Nick Laney after
the fight. Both are in action at the
BattleZoneFC fight night in the
Neptune Stadium on July 6. See next
page for more on that.

A Kentucky longshot makes me think Itsmyluckyday
WHEN we think of Kentucky we almost
inevitably think first of fried chicken,
breadcrumbs provocatively unravelling
themselves from a drumstick.
Few would first think of horses. (By

no means am I suggesting any of
KFC’s delicious products contain
horsemeat, in case any eagle-eyed
lawyers are reading).
No, every year the biggest race on

the other side of the big pond takes
place in that state’s largest city of
Louisville at the wonderfully named
Churchill Downs.
Louisville is probably better (and

only) known for being the home town of

Muhammad Ali, everybody’s favourite
sportsman after Eddie ‘The Eagle’
Edwards.
The Greatest’s story of being refused

service and then being chased out of a
diner by a gang of white men after re-
turning home with a gold medal in
Rome in 1960 might cast the shadow of
racial segregation over the city.
Ali claimed he threw his medal into

the Ohio river right after the incident,
but two of his closest friends denied
any of it ever occurred and that he
simply lost the medal. Good story
though.
Louisville also has a sensibly named

baseball ground called Slugger Stadi-
um. And who plays there?
The sensibly named Bats.
But it’s horses, we should be concen-

trating on right now.
In the Kentucky Derby, the favourite

is normally never too short (Verrzano is

4/1 on Saturday) for one very good
reason: 20 horses are packed into the
starting gate, double the amount in a
typical race in the States.
This can create traffic jams even the

best horses are not used to, stuck
behind early frontrunners, forcing them
to fan wide around the turns.
It is also longer than most US races

at 2km, another reason the winning
horse has paid odds of 15/1 on average
over the last 20 years — two of them
have topped 50/1.
Compare that with the average win-

ning return of 4/1 in the second leg of
America’s Triple Crown, the Preakness

Stakes. So we’re not too crazy going for
a longshot here.
● Today would usually be the occasion
for our biannual report of how we are
getting on for the previous six months.
While we wouldn’t mind putting it off

indefinitely — so much do we fear the
results — it is actually a delay from in-
dependent auditors that is holding us
up.
OK, I sent the audit to KFC by mistake.

Recommendation: We’ll plump for
the probably not very sensibly named
Itsmyluckyday at 12/1 with Paddy
Power in the Kentucky Derby.

Going toe to toe is just
what Jones does best
UFC 159 was not a Cinderella
story, but more like a horror
movie.

The angle of Jon Jones’s big toe as
he stood centre of the octagon with
Joe Rogan was quite grotesque.
There is a lot to be said for adren-

alin because had Jones noticed that
injury before the referee had called,
a perhaps premature, end to his title
defence, then I’m sure the champion
would have been unable to contin-
ue.
Jones surprised everyone with his

game plan, he opted to try to out
Chael Sonnen.
From the opening bell Jones

closed the distance and engaged in a
wrestling match with the former na-
tional champion.
He took Sonnen down with ease

and was working on a ground and
pound. Sonnen was able to stand up
but Jones pressed him against the
cage and continued to pound his
rival.
Sonnen was active in the clinch

too, but Jones got him to the canvas
again and from there the beating in-
tensified.
I thought Sonnen was still defend-

ing himself when the referee stopped
the bout with less than 30 seconds
left in the round.
A fighter’s reaction is usually a

good indicator and Sonnen popped
straight up and protested.
Having said that, I don’t think it

was terrible and can see the refer-
ee’s viewpoint.
If the fight had made it out of the

first, Jones would not have been able
to continue I’m sure.
Anyway, that’s irrelevant as Jones

retained his belt and tied Tito Ort-
iz’s record of most successful light
heavyweight title defences.
Jones is a class above and it’s hard

to see him having his crown stolen
by anyone at the moment.
As for Sonnen, he looks to be done.

He only wants to fight for titles and
he’s failed on every occasion now, a
classic example of the mouth writing
cheques the body can’t cash.
He’s a great coach, pundit and

fighter, but it might be time for him
to sit on the side lines and entertain

crowds with his wit and banter as
opposed to his fists.
Jones will need some rehab on

that broken toe but he should be
back in action before the year is out,
possibly against the winner of the
Lyoto Machida and Alexander Gust-
afsson bout that must now take
place.
In the co main event, there was a

grudge match between the out-
spoken Michael Bisping and highly
talented Alan Belcher.

These two guys have been going
back and forth with the insults for a
long while and as is often the case
the fight never really lived up to the
hype.
Belcher was off the pace from the

start and Bisping was winning the
rounds with crisp striking and a
high work rate. Belcher looked a
shadow of his usual self and was not
firing at all.
In the final round, with Bisping

cruising to a decision win, Belcher
got a finger to the eye which left him
bleeding and unable to continue.
As a result of this accidental eye

poke, the fight was brought to a close
early and the judges had to score the

fight up to that point.
Bisping won a unanimous de-

cision and was very pleased al-
though the way the fight ended did
take some of the gloss of an other-
wise awesome performance which
puts him right back in the mix at
middleweight.
Jim Miller welcomed Pat Healy

back to the UFC after a seven-year
hiatus and what a fight ensued.
Both guys are of a very similar

style and the fight showed this.
Miller took an early lead with

crisp combination striking and a
very close armbar attempt.
Healy came good in the second

and third rounds, pushing the pace

and eventually getting Miller to the
ground, taking his back and putting
him to sleep.
It was a great back and forth battle

between two very evenly matched,
top tier lightweights.
Deservedly, it gained them fight of

the night honours worth a cool
$65,000. Healy had a doubly good pay
day as he also scooped the submis-
sion of the night award too.
Not bad for less than 15 minutes

work.
The knock out of the night award

went, not for the first time, to the big
punching Roy Nelson.
He made short work of a very tal-

ented opponent in Cheick Kongo.
The long and short of fighting Roy

Nelson is if he hits you on the chin
you may well find yourself in a
dream world pretty quickly.
The man is a power house and a

black belt in BJJ too though we
rarely get to see his ground skills
but they definitely exist.
He is loitering atop the heavy-

weight division and the winner of
the Mark Hunt v Junior Dos Santos
fight would be a good next one.
Phil Davis cemented his status as

a top light heavyweight with a con-
vincing decision victory over Vinny
Magalhaes.
Magalhaes had called Davis but

the three-times BJJ world champion
had no answer for the improved
striking and outstanding wrestling
of Davis.
The card had a few lacklustre

fights on it and we will get a two
week break now to re fuel the fire
before we see Vitor Belfort take on
Luke Rockhold on UFC on FX 8 in
Brazil. The Brazilian fans always
generate a fantastic atmosphere
which makes for exciting fights.


